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1: Mexico City, Mexico Cathedral - Find & Compare Cathedral Professionals in Mexico City, Mexico
The Metropolitan Cathedral of the Assumption of the Most Blessed Virgin Mary into Heavens (Spanish: Catedral
Metropolitana de la AsunciÃ³n de la SantÃsima Virgen MarÃa a los cielos) is the seat of the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of Mexico.

Visit Website The Aztecs were fierce warriors who eventually dominated other tribes throughout the region.
Their civilization, like their city, eventually became the largest and most powerful in pre-Columbian America.
Middle History Skilled warriors, the Aztecs dominated all of Mesoamerica during this era, making some allies
but even more enemies. Moctezuma sent gifts to the Spanish, hoping they would depart and spare his city. The
Spanish then built Mexico City on the ruins of the once great city. During the colonial period , Mexico City
was one of the most important cities in the Americas. Although the native Indians needed work permits to
enter the Spanish-dominated city, the population inevitably intermingled and created the Mestizo class,
mixed-blood citizens who eventually became a political force. During the 16th and 17th centuries, the caste
system prevailed in Mexico City, separating the population into complex ethnic divisions including the
Mestizos, Criollos and Coyotes. The Catholic Church had great influence in the city, and religious orders like
the Franciscans, Marists and Jesuits established convents and missions throughout Mexico. Political power
remained in the hands of the Spaniards born in Spain, but by the 18th century, the Criollo class descendants of
the Spanish who were born in the Americas had grown in number and social power. Hidalgo had begun
attending meetings of educated criollos who were agitating for a large-scale uprising of mestizos and
indigenous peasants. Discontent with Spanish rule was spreading rapidly throughout the country. When
rumors of military intervention by the Spanish began, the priest decided it was time to act. Parishioners who
came to hear mass on Sunday, September 16, , instead heard a call to arms. Sparked by the energy of the
grassroots rebellion, militant revolutionary armies quickly formed under the leadership of men like Guadalupe
Victoria and Vicente Guerreroboth. The War of Independence lasted 11 years. As Mexico City grew, it
became one large urban area. In , the 44th Article of the Constitution of Mexico officially declared Mexico
City and the Distrito Federal to be a single entity. Under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo , which ended the
war in , Mexico was forced to cede a wide swath of its northern territory to the United States. Today, that
territory makes up the U. Mexico was also forced to recognize the independence of Texas. When Britain and
Spain withdrew their forces, the French took control of the country. Labor unions for taxi drivers, telephone
workers and electrical workers are very strong in Mexico City. Constructed in the Spanish Baroque style, it
features a pair of meter foot tall neoclassical towers that hold 18 bells. The building has served several
purposes during its history: The only castle in North America once occupied by sovereigns, it currently houses
the Mexican National Museum of History. The museum contains significant anthropological finds from across
the country, such as the Stone of the Sun commonly known as the Aztec Calendar and the 16th-century Aztec
statue of Xochipilli. Built in the 17th century, the Museo Rufino Tamayo contains magnificent pre-Columbian
art exhibits that were donated by Mexican artist Rufino Tamayo. The lions are standing on bridges that span
the lagoon upon which the city was built. Around the seal are cactus leaves, signifying the cactus fields
surrounding Mexico City. In , Greater Mexico City had a population of Aztecs built an artificial island by
dumping soil into the lagoon. Mexico City uses the Sistema de Transporte Colectivo Metro, an extensive
metro system that was opened in The city is also constructing a suburban rail system. The Hoy No Circula
program known in English as One Day Without a Car mandates that only vehicles with certain end numbers
on their license plates are allowed to drive on certain days in an attempt to cut down on pollution and traffic
congestion. However, many locals avoid this law by buying multiple license plates. As they are responsible
for less pollution, newer models of cars do not have to observe the law. At the center flies the Mexican flag,
which is surrounded by the Cathedral north , the national palace east , the local Mexico City government
offices south and assorted hotels and commercial businesses west. Xochimilco, an area of Mexico City known
locally as Little Venice, offers boat rides through canals that feature floating gardens.
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2: Mexico City (Distrito Federal) - HISTORY
The Metropolitan Cathedral of Mexico in Mexico City, begun in the 16th century by Claudio de Arciniega, is Classical in
its layout, with extraordinary fragments of an exuberant Baroque decoration applied on the surface. The cathedral's Altar
of the Kings (), by JerÃ³nimo de BalbÃ¡s, began.

By the late 20th century its metropolitan area accounted for about one-sixth of the national population and was
ranked among the largest urban centres in the world. Mexicoâ€¦ Character of the city Mexico City is a
metropolis of contrasts, a monument to a proud and industrious country also faced with many problems.
Mexico CityAerial view of Mexico City. Moreover, its dense population has yielded an unparalleled
concentration of power and wealth for its urban elite, though not for the denizens of its sprawling shantytowns
and lower-working-class neighbourhoods. On the one hand it includes quiet neighbourhoods resembling
slow-paced rural villages, while on the other it has bustling, overbuilt, cosmopolitan , heavy-traffic areas. Its
inhabitants have sought to preserve the magnificence of the past, including the ruins of the main Aztec temple
and the mixture of 19th-century French-style mansions and department stores that complement its graceful
colonial palaces and churches. Supermarkets have sprung up around the metropolis, but traditional markets
such as the Merced are still bustling with hawkers of fresh fruits, live chickens, tortillas, and charcoaled corn
on the cob. Chapultepec Castle , the Independence Monument, the Pemex fountain, and numerous other
monuments and memorials attest to past dreams and future aspirations amid the chaos of congested avenues
and endless neighbourhoods built on the dry bed of Lake Texcoco. Chapultepec Castle, Mexico City. The
downtown lies at an elevation of some 7, feet 2, metres , but overall elevations average above 8, feet 2, metres.
Mountainous slopes of volcanic origin occupy about half of the area of the Federal District, largely in the
south, where ancient lava beds called pedregales underlie much of the modern built-up area. However, only a
small proportion of the population lives in the southern third of the district, including the rugged delegaciones
administrative areas of Tlalpan and Milpa Alta. Mexico City region at dusk. The Sierra de las Cruces lies to
the southwest. To the east the built-up area extends from the old lake beds onto a broad, inclined plain that
leads to a piedmont and then to the highest promontories of the Sierra Nevada. These two volcanoes are
sometimes visible from Mexico City on windy mornings, when the air is less laden with pollutants. The island
on which it was founded lay near the western shore of Lake Texcoco , but its built-up area gradually expanded
through land reclamation and canal building. The Aztec and, later, Spanish rulers commissioned elaborate
water-supply and drainage systems to reduce the threat of flooding within the city. However, urban growth has
reduced the size and diversity of plant life, from the tall fir forests along the western ridges to the pines along
the southern Ajusco mountains, as well as the formerly widespread oak forests. Grasslands that once bordered
the city are now largely covered by prickly pear cactus as well as by a drought-resistant scrub tree known as
pirul or piru, the Peruvian pepper tree; this was introduced during the colonial period and became an
aggressive colonizer. A unique and fragile plant community survives in patches on the lava flows to the south
of the city where it has not been destroyed by urban sprawl. A small area remains as an ecological reserve
within the main campus of the National Autonomous University. The latter make southward intrusions only
during the Northern Hemisphere winter and spring. Like other high-elevation cities located in the tropics,
Mexico City is relatively cool throughout the year. Winter is the driest time of year. Snowfall is extremely rare
at lower elevations, however, and winter temperatures can rise into the mids F mids C during the day. April
and May are the warmest months because summer temperatures are ameliorated by a rainy season that begins
in late May and lasts until early October. During that time the normally dry upland basin becomes verdant and
its air cool and clean. The lakes once had a temperature-moderating effect that prevented the basin from
becoming either too cool or too warm, and they contributed moisture for a higher relative humidity than that
which prevails today. Vast areas of paved surfaces now impede moisture from entering the soil and have a
greater ability to retain heat than vegetated areas; furthermore, they reduce the cooling effects of evaporation.
Meanwhile, air circulation in the valley is stymied by temperature inversion , in which a blanket of hot
polluted air blocks the normal vertical movement of air. City layout Although much of central and eastern
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Mexico City is built on dried lake beds, several hills with historical significance lie within the city limits. To
the north lies Tepeyac, a low hill complex where the Basilica of Guadalupe stands. Beyond it is the Sierra de
Guadalupe, which marked the northern edge of the colonial city. To the south is the Cerro de la Estrella by the
formerly lakeshore town of Colhuacan, where, prior to the Spanish conquest, a bonfire was lit every 52 years
in the New Fire Ceremony. Chapultepec Park, Mexico City. At its edges stand the Metropolitan Cathedral
north , National Palace east , Municipal Palace, or city hall south , and an antique line of arcaded shops west.
A few blocks to the west is the tallest building in the historic city centre, the story Torre Latinoamericana ,
which offers panoramic views of the city when the air pollution index is low enough. Middle-class families
have occupied some of the formerly elite neighbourhoods along Paseo de la Reforma and Insurgentes,
including the elegant French-styled late 19th-century mansions and palaces of the Colonia Roma and Polanco
neighbourhoods. Upper-class families are also spread about, but many have moved into the highlands along
the western edge of the city. Torre MayorLearn about the Torre Mayor office building in Mexico City, which
was built to withstand earthquakes, video. Those who are born in the city, particularly those whose families
have resided there for several generations, are collectively known as chilangos. Among chilangos, however,
there exist deep socioeconomic and ethnic divisions. As in the rest of Mexico, residents of the capital
generally view religion as an important part of their cultural background. Practically every neighbourhood has
a church, the older of which attest to the wealth and grandeur of the church in the Baroque and Neo-Classical
periods. The Metropolitan Cathedral of Mexico City. Economy The Mexico City region accounts for nearly
one-fourth of the gross domestic product of Mexico. The informal sector of the economy, which helps
compensate for high official unemployment rates, is difficult to quantify but is undeniably widespread in the
capital. It is evidenced in the squadrons of shoeshine boys, mobile candy-and-gum sellers, garbage scavengers,
day labourers, street performers, and others whose income is generally underreported to taxing authorities. As
is also true in Europe and the United States, many residents of the city are employed in informal jobs hidden
beyond ordinary sight, including those working as live-in maids and unlicensed child-care providers, as well
as those engaged in more nefarious pursuits, such as drug dealing, prostitution, and black marketeering.
Agriculture and mining together account for only a tiny percentage of the metropolitan workforce. However,
dairy products, corn, maguey agave, the source of pulque , and other farm products are sold in urban markets.
The demands for food, water, and fuel for an urban settlement the size of Mexico City are staggering. All of
these supplies are brought in from increasingly distant places. A single orange or beefsteak may have to travel
more than miles km to reach a household in the city. Tens of thousands of tons of food alone must arrive daily
in order to meet demands. Chemicals, plastics, cement, and processed foods and beverages are also important.
Finance and other services There has been a marked shift of the labour force to the service sector, which
includes banks and financial services, restaurants, hotels and entertainment, communications media,
advertising and other business services, and government employment. Tourism has become an increasingly
important component of the sector. D Although many government agencies and offices have been moved
outside of the capital since the s, Mexico City retains the largest concentration of government jobs in the
country. Local city government is also a major employer. Transportation Owing to its location within a large
and resource-rich basin, Mexico City has long been a transportation hub. Ancient trade routes intersected
there, linking the highlands with the Gulf of Mexico and Pacific coasts, the lake districts to the west, and the
Puebla Basin to the east. Today the relatively efficient and well-maintained transportation network relies
heavily on roads, although railways also converge there from throughout the country. Toll superhighways built
since the s have greatly improved travel between Mexico City and Oaxaca , Acapulco , Toluca, and Morelia.
The Paseo de la Reforma at dusk, Mexico City. But despite the expansion and designation of several major
streets as one-way thoroughfares ejes with synchronized street lights, traffic is often chaotic, particularly in the
downtown area. Enterprising street vendors set up their stalls along the sidewalks of many streets, adding to
the general congestion and noise. Moreover, the streets can be deadly, especially for pedestrians forced off
blocked sidewalks. Traffic may creep at an average speed of 12 miles 20 km per hour, particularly during the
three high-traffic rush hours, which in some areas seem to last all day. The morning rush hour is exacerbated
by countless parents who deliver their children to school before continuing on to their offices. In addition to
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lower-income commuters on public transportation , the long afternoon rush includes parents picking up their
children from school, office workers heading home for lunch and those returning to their offices, and
bureaucrats whose workday is over. In addition, there is a late afternoon and early evening rush hour.
Increasing numbers of commuters drive 50 miles 80 km or more to work in Mexico City while making their
homes in cities such as Cuernavaca, Toluca, and Tlaxcala. The government has sought to reduce air pollution
by limiting the number of cars on the road on any given day, according to the last numbers on their license
plates; however, many wealthier commuters have circumvented these controls by buying an additional car to
use on days when their regular car is banned. Pollution darkening the skies over Mexico City, With some
miles km of railway on its 11 routes, the Metro alone transports about four million passengers each day, but its
ticket sales cover only a fraction of its total operating costs. Other popular forms of transport include taxis,
trolleys, and minibuses known as peseros. A light rail connects the central city with Xochimilco. Although the
facility in the capital has been expanded, the airport at Toluca has been used since the s to facilitate air traffic
control. International flights also depart from the city of Puebla. Page 1 of 2.
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3: Mexico City Metropolitan Cathedral: Facts and Photos - Christobel Travel
Dominating the northern side of the Zocalo in the Centro Historico, the historic quarter of Mexico City, the Metropolitan
Cathedral is the the largest Roman Catholic Cathedral in the Americas.

High Altar[ edit ] This disappeared in the forties of the twentieth century. On the occasion of the Jubilee of the
year , a new altar table was made to replace the previous one. It is the first aspect of the interior that is seen
upon entering the cathedral. The first states that those condemned by the Spanish Inquisition were brought to
the altar to ask for forgiveness in the next world before their execution. The second relates to painter Simon
Pereyns , who despite being the author of many of the works of the cathedral, was accused of blasphemy.
According to the story, while Pereyns was in jail, he painted such a beautiful image of the Virgin Mary that his
crime was forgiven. This altar is Its size and depth gave rise to the nickname la cueva dorada "the golden
cave". At the bottom, from left to right, are six female royal saints: In the middle of the altar are six canonized
kings, four of whom are: Above this are figures of Jesus and Mary among sculptures of angels crowned with
an image of God, the Father. It is a mixture of Renaissance and Gothic styles. On the north wall, there is a
niche that holds a statue of the crucifix with a Christ image sculpted in ivory. Each of the two side naves
contain seven chapels. The other two were created later on the eastern and western sides of the cathedral.
These last two are not open to the public. The first seven are in the east nave, listed from north to south, and
the last seven are in the west nave. It is a medieval-style chapel with a ribbed vault and two relatively simple
altarpieces. At the top of this altarpiece is a painting of Our Lady of Mount Carmel , and above this is a
painting of the Last Supper. At the back of the chapel is a churrigueresque painting of Our Lady of the
Agonies of Granada. Capilla de San Isidro was originally built as an annex between and , and was once used
as the baptistery. Its vault contains plaster casts representing Faith, Hope, Charity, and Justice, considered to
be basic values in the Catholic religion. After the Tabernacle was built, it was converted into a chapel and its
door was reworked in a churrigueresque style. The altar is framed with moldingâ€”instead of columnsâ€”and a
painting of the Immaculate Conception presides over it. The chapel also contains a canvas of Saint
Christopher painted by Simon Pereyns in , and the Flagellation by Baltasar de Echave Orio , painted in The
altarpiece on the right side [16] is also dedicated to the Immaculate Conception and was donated by the
College of Saints Peter and Paul. It was the first baptistery of the cathedral and for a long time was the site for
the Brotherhood of the Most Holy Sacrament, which had many powerful benefactors. The main altarpiece is
dedicated to the Virgin of Guadalupe and the sides altars are dedicated to John the Baptist and San Luis
Gonzaga respectively. Its altarpiece contains a painting of the Virgin, a copy of one found in the Cathedral of
Seville. This copy was brought to New Spain by a merchant. Two other paintings show the birth of the Virgin
and her presentation. The altar at the back is dedicated to Saint Peter, whose sculpture presides over the altar.
It includes four paintings on sheets of metal that depict scenes from the birth of Jesus. Five oil paintings
illustrate scenes from the life of Saint Theresa, and above this is a semi-circular painting of the coronation of
Mary. However, on its way to Veracruz , pirates attacked the ship it was on and sacked it. To get the image
back, a large ransom was paid. Capilla del Santo Cristo y de las Reliquias was built in and designed with
ultra-Baroque details which are often difficult to see in the poorly lit interior. That name came from an image
of Christ that was supposedly donated to the cathedral by Emperor Charles V. Over time, so many reliquaries
were left on its main altar that its name was eventually changed. Its niches hold sculptures of saints framing
the main body. Behind these paintings, hidden compartments contain some of the numerous reliquaries left
here. Its main painting was done by Jose de Ibarra and dated On the right-hand wall, an altar dedicated to the
Virgin of the Confidence is decorated with numerous churrigueresque figurines tucked away in niches,
columns and top pieces. It is dedicated to the Archangel Michael , who is depicted as a medieval knight.
Above this scene are the Holy Spirit and God the Father. The left-hand altarpiece is of similar design and is
dedicated to the Guardian Angel, whose sculpture is surrounded with pictures arranged to show the angelic
hierarchy. To the left of this, a scene shows Saint Peter being released from prison, and to the right, Saul, later
Saint Paul, being knocked from his horse, painted by Juan Correa in The right-hand altarpiece is dedicated to
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the Guardian Angel of Mexico. The chapel contains one small altarpiece which came from the Franciscan
church in Zinacantepec , to the west of Mexico City, and is dedicated to the birth of Jesus. Its name was
inspired from a time when many indigenous worshipers would give their alms in the form of cocoa beans.
This once belonged to the Church of Our Lady of Monserrat. This altar contains statues and cubicles
containing busts of the Apostles, but contains no paintings. It contains three Baroque altarpieces. The main
altarpiece is supported by caryatids and small angels as telamons , to uphold the base of the main body. It is
dedicated to the Virgin of Solitude of Oaxaca , whose image appears in the center. Capilla de la Santa Cena ,
was built in It was originally dedicated to the Last Supper since a painting of this event was once kept here. It
was later remodeled in a Neo-classical style, with three altarpieces added by Antonio Gonzalez Velazquez.
The main altarpiece contains an image of the Virgin of Sorrows sculpted in wood and painted by Francisco
Terrazas, at the request of Emperor Maximilian I of Mexico. On the left-hand wall a ladder leads to a series of
crypts which hold most of the remains of past archbishops of Mexico. The largest and grandest of these crypts
contains the remains of Juan de Zumarraga, the first archbishop of Mexico. The decoration of the entire chapel
is neoclassical style belongs to the first half of the nineteenth century. Picture taken after the liturgical
celebration held in his honor on September 27, It is dedicated to Philip of Jesus , a friar and the only martyr
from New Spain, who was crucified in Japan. A statue of the saint is located in a large niche in the altarpiece.
In this chapel is a sculpture alluding to the first Mexican saint: This work, as seen by many art critics, is the
best elaborated, carved and polychrome sculptured sculpture from Latin America. Organs[ edit ] View of an
organ case from outside the choir area. The cathedral has had perhaps a dozen organs over the course of its
history. Few details survive of the earliest organs. Builders names begin to appear at the end of the sixteenth
century. The earliest disposition that survives is for the Diego de Sebaldos organ built in
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4: Metropolitan Cathedral (Catedral Metropolitana), Mexico City - TripAdvisor
The following is a list of cathedrals in Mexico Roman Catholic. Cathedrals of the Roman Catholic Church in Mexico
Cathedral of the Assumption in Mexico City;.

We wish to thank Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, for some of the information and images that are on our
web page. We share information with Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. We suggest that you read their
description on their web page for more details and photos. Metropolitan Cathedral, of the Assumption of
Mary: The Metropolitan Cathedral of the Assumption of Mary of Mexico City, was built atop of the Aztec city
of Tenochtitln, to consolidate Spanish power over the newly-conquered domain. The Catholic Church and
Spain would normally build their churches upon the temples of the native people that they conquered, so as to
further subject them to the authority of the Catholic Church and to Spain. Almost anyone who resisted was
tortured and killed. This practice began to slowly change in about AD. Hernn Corts and the other
conquistadors used the stones from the destroyed temple of the Aztec god of war Huitzilopochtli, principal
deity of the Aztecs, to build the church. Located beside the Zocalo or Main Square. The cathedral which we
see today, was built in sections from to around the original church that was constructed soon after the Spanish
conquest of Tenochtitln, eventually replacing that church entirely. The Spanish architect Claudio de Arciniega
planned the construction, drawing his inspiration from the Gothic cathedrals in Spain. The first original church
was demolished in and the Spaniards built their new cathedral with stones from the many local Aztec
buildings that the Spanish had destroyed. The cathederal was built to look like those in Spain. It was
consecrated in the year , but the final elements -bell towers and central dome- designed by Manuel Tols were
not finished until The cathedral has four facades which contain portals flanked with columns and statues. The
two bell towers contain a total of 25 bells. The tabernacle, adjacent to the cathedral, contains the baptistery and
serves as a place to register the parishioners. There are two large, ornate altars, a sacristy, and a choir in the
cathedral. Each chapel is dedicated to a different saint or saints, and each was sponsored by a religious guild.
The chapels contain ornate altars, altarpieces, retablos, paintings, furniture and sculptures. The cathedral is
home to two of the largest 18th century organs in all of the Americas. There is a crypt underneath the cathedral
that holds the remains of many of the former archbishops. The cathedral faces south and is approximately feet
wide and feet long. It consists of two bell towers, a central dome, three main portals, five naves, 51 vaults, 74
arches and 40 columns. Inside the cathedral are five large altars, sixteen chapels, a choir area, a corridor, a
capitulary room, and a sacristy. The cathedral has about windows. The soft clay subsoil beneath Mexico City
and the removal of water from the soil over the past years due to increased water demand from the increasing
population has caused the irregular sinking of many of the buildings in Mexico City including the cathedral.
Restoration work mostly done underground, has prevented the collapse of this largest Catholic church in Latin
America! On April 11, , heavy rainfall revealed severe cracks in the cathedral building. This caused a great
deal of concern about its conservation of the cathederal and led to the work that is still being performed. One
place to enjoy a nice meal and to enjoy a wonderful view of the Metropolitan Cathedral, and Zocalo; is the
restaurant on the top floor of the Holiday Inn, located on the Zocalo. We have visited the Metropolitan
Cathedral on numerous occasions ever since We have never seen all there is to see of the Cathedral, and over
the years it has constantly being renovated. The photos we have on this page are some of the best we have. No
attempt here is being made to show you everything. There are many very good hotels in the area, if you need a
place to stay. There are hotels and motels in Mexico City. We of course, appreciate your use of the advertising
on our pages, since it helps us to keep our pages active. We could, also suggest getting a hotel, and then letting
them arrange for either a car, or a tour of Mexico City. If you call their Concierge Services, ahead of your
arrival, all of this can be pre-arranged for you. We have used this method, many times, when traveling in
Mexico. We have found it to be safe and it works!!! We have never experienced a problem, doing it this way!
Croquis de Catedral Metropolitana. Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Catedral Metropolitana Mexico City D.
Seor del buen despacho. Neustra Senora la Antigua. Photo Taken January 18, West Bell Tower, Lower Part.
West Bell Tower, Upper Part. Higher Tower Over Main Altar. Tower Over Main Altar. Or Capilla de San
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Felipe de Jess. Seen From Templo Mayor. Com To Learn More! Click The Links Below. No Obligation, Of
Course!
5: Mexico City Metropolitan Cathedral | | Alluring World
The Metropolitan Cathedral is not only the largest precinct of the Catholic faith in Mexico, it is also a unique historical
monument, repository of a rich architectural and artistic heritage, which condenses five centuries of the life of colonial
and independent Mexico.

6: HOTEL CATEDRAL $89 ($Ì¶1Ì¶0Ì¶4Ì¶) - Updated Prices & Reviews - Mexico City - TripAdvisor
Located in Downtown Mexico City, this hostel is within a 5-minute walk of Plaza de Santo Domingo and Metropolitan
Cathedral. Plaza de la Constitucion and Zocalo are also within 10 minutes. Zocalo Station is 8 minutes by foot and
Allende Station is 8 minutes.

7: Mexican National Cathedral - La Catedral Nacional de MÃ©xicâ€¦ | Flickr
The cathedral - much like the rest of Mexico City - gradually sinks year after year into the shifting lake upon which it was
built. Urban legend even asserts that an underground pathway connects the neighboring Templo Mayor with the
cathedral.

8: Mexico City | Layout, People, Economy, Culture, & History | www.enganchecubano.com
The Mexico City Metropolitan Cathedral - or Catedral Metropolitana - is a symphony in stone, composed over 4
centuries into manifold facades, displaying textbook Neoclassical, Renaissance, and wedding-cake ornate Mexican
Baroque (Churrigueresque) styles.

9: Mexico City Metropolitan Cathedral - Wikipedia
We will be in Mexico City in January. I saw a beautiful early morning picture of the Cathedral and want to catch the
sunrise outside of the Cathedral. Is it safe to try to capture some pictures in the early morning hours around the area?
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